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 Recapitulation course 5
◦ BPMN

◦ AOP

 AOP
◦ Cross cutting concerns

◦ pointcuts

◦ advice

◦ AspectJ

◦ Examples

◦ In C#: NKalore
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 BPMN
◦ Elements

◦ Examples

 AOP
◦ Basic Terminology

◦ Aspect Weaver
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 Business Process Modeling Notation – offers a standard 
notation that is readily understandable by business 
analysts, technical developers, business managers
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 AOP is a programming paradigm which isolates 
secondary or supporting functions from the main 
program’s business logic

 AOP increases modularity by allowing the separation 
of cross-cutting concerns
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 Cross-cutting concerns - aspects of a program which 
affect other concerns

 Advice - additional code 

 Pointcut - point where additional code is executed

 Aspect - the combination of the pointcut and the advice
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 AOP is a new programming technique for 
modularizing behavior that cuts across many classes

 AOP is a technique for making programs more 
modular by identifying and separating “cross-cutting 
concerns”

 A concern is a feature point, or a requirement

 A crosscutting concern is a concern that needs to be 
applied in many different compilation modules (In 
Java, this means we are talking about a requirement 
that touches many different classes)
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 “All exceptions must be logged”

 “Capture all sql statements produced by the application”

 “Cache all data that is rarely changed”

 “Record all changes to the account for historical 
purposes”

 “Timing, authentication, and persistence”

 Solution without AOP: implementation in many different 
classes (‘code-scattering’ or ‘tangling’ => code that is 
difficult to change)
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 OOP is a paradigm for analysis design and development

 AOP is not a replacement for OOP. It is a tool to help deal 
with some of the problems inherent in OOP

 Aspects are in some ways like Dynamic Proxies, XDoclet, 
EJB/JSP containers, and CLR (& JSR 201) meta-data

 All are trying to remove redundant code, make it possible 
to supply additional behavior at runtime to objects that is 
declaratively proposed and interjected at runtime
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 Separate concerns

 Provide a way via language and runtime to describe crosscuts

 How does it work?
◦ Write the classes

◦ Write the aspects

◦ Weave together

 When do you weave?
◦ When you weave is implementation dependent

◦ AspectJ 1.0 did it at compile time (meaning that you needed the 
source for the code you wanted to weave.) 

◦ AspectJ 1.1 uses a bytecode weaver, so classes without source 
can be woven

◦ In reality it could be done at compile time, link time (1.1), load 
time (classloader) or run time (vm)
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 Tracing

 Log sql

 Good coding practice (sql access)

 Log errors, serialize, produce junit

 dbc (no return null)

 Caching

 Exception cleanup

 Who called ctx.setRollBackOnly();

 Logging & Exception Handling

 Debugging

 Profiling and performance monitoring

 Testing
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 An open source language (initiated by Gregor
Kiczales group)

 Initial at Xerox, now at Eclipse

 100 % Java compatible and add new 
extensions

 AOP implementation

 Current version is 1.9.2, 24.10.2018

 The AspectJTM Programming Guide: 
http://www.eclipse.org/aspectj/doc/released/
progguide/index.html

http://www.eclipse.org/aspectj/doc/released/progguide/index.html
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 Download from eclipse.org/aspectj

 Run executable JAR

 Use aspectjrt.jar on CLASSPATH

 Or, use Eclipse and AJDT plugins

 Or, use Netbeans and AJDT plugins

 Or, use C#
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 Concern - a feature point, or requirement

 Crosscutting concern - a feature point that cannot be 
encapsulated in one class

 Aspect - the code for new functionality

 Join Points - a specific point in the execution of the 
program (method calls, constructor invocations, exception 
handlers)

 Pointcuts - a structure and syntax for selecting join points

 Advice - code to be executed when a join point is reached

 Introductions (Inter-type declaration) - the ability of 
aspect oriented programs to alter existing program 
structure (adding members to existing classes, adding 
methods, etc.)
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 Write the component

 Write the aspect

 In the aspect, first write the pointcut, then the 
corresponding advice

 Compile with the ajc compiler, using the aspectjrt.jar
file on the classpath for compile

 Run with aspectjrt.jar

 The pointcut (which selects the joinpoints, and the 
advice) are packaged into the compilation unit, the 
aspect. Aspects can be named with aj extensions, or 
java
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 aspect

 pointcut

 advice

before

in
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 Method call
◦ Join point is within the calling application

pointcut foo() : call( public void setName(String) ) && target(Student);

◦ defines a pointcut as a call from any object of static method to a 
method;setName as long as the target of the call is of type Student

 Constructor call
◦ Join point is within calling object

pointcut const() : initialization (Student.new() );

 Method call execution
◦ Join point is within the called method, before any code is executed

pointcut inFoo() : execution( public void setName(String) );
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 Constructor call execution - Within constructor body, 
before statements

 Field get - When a field is referenced

 Field set - When a field is changed

 Exception handler execution - When an exception 
handler is executed

 Class initialization - When static intializers are 
executed

 Object initialization - Just before return of object 
constructor
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 Names can be matched with ‘*’, parameters with ‘..’
◦ call (* * Student.* (*)) matches all method calls on Student 

(regardless of visibility or return type) with one argument

◦ call (* * . (*)) matches all method calls with 1 parameter

◦ call (* * . (..)) matches all method calls

 Subtypes can be matched with ‘+’
◦ call (* * Student+.* (*))

 Can also match on throws patterns
◦ call (public void Student+(. .) throws Exception+)

 Watch out for infinite recursion!  - Aspects match 
aspects too - Use ! within()
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 Problem: we want to know when something changes the student 
(name or grade)

 Solution: we add a pointcut for all “set” methods
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 Problem: we want to trace our program execution

 Solution: we add a pointcut for all methods

set

println

toString
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pointcut name([parameters]): designator(ajoinpoint); 

 the name will be used to handle actions when a 
join point is encountered

 the ajoinpoint is a signature match

 the designator decides when this particular join 
point will match (e.g. on method call)

 pointcuts can be combined with logical operators 
&&, ||, !
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 Problem: we want to follow methods setName or setGrade

 Solution: we add a pointcut for both methods
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pointcut name([parameters]): designator(ajoinpoint); 

 execution - method execution

 call - call to method

 initialization - first constructor

 handler - exception

 get - field access

 set - field write

 this - returns the object associated with a join point, 
or limits the scope

 args - exposes the arguments to join point, or limits 
the scope

 target - returns the target object, or limits the scope
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 cflow - join points in the execution flow of another 
join point

 cflowbelow - join points in the execution flow of 
another join point, excluding the current

 staticinitialization - static init

 withincode - join points within a method or 
constructor

 within - match with a type

 if - dynamic condition

 adviceexecution - match advice join points

 preinitialization - preinit
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 Use when you are interested in the invocation of a 
method

 Control is still in calling object , use execution() for 
control in called object

 call (public void Student.setName(String));
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 The second half of AOP

 Advice is what gets executed when a join point is 
matched

 Advice is always relative to a joinpoint

type ([parameters]) : joinpointid (param list) { … }

 Type can be: before, after and around
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 before - excellent for preconditions argument checking, 
setup code, lazy init

before() : pointcut { advice }

 after - can be qualified with: after returning (if join point 
computation concludes successfully), or after throwing (if 
join point computation throws an exception).  Cleanup of 
resources, checking/manipulating the return value

after() returning() : pointcut { advice }

after() throwing() : pointcut { advice }

after() : pointcut { advice }
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 around - the most powerful advice can replace 
invocation, or just surround use proceed() to call method

around() returns type : pointcut { advice }

◦ return type widening

◦ advice must return a value

◦ advice must explicitly act to proceed with join point computation if 
the computation is to continue at all

 Because the flow of control dips through the advice, it 
can modify method arguments and/or the return value

 Implements a middle wrapping layer that is completely 
modular—neither caller or receiver need to know about it
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 If more than one advice block affects the same join 
point, they operate in this order:

 around advice is run most specific first

 before advice is run most specific first

 after advice is run least specific first

 Of course, if any around advice executes that does not 
continue with join point computation, no other advice 
runs for the join point
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 Can be used to expose object to advice, or narrow 
pointcut selection

 this (class type pattern, or id)

 target(class type pattern, or id)

 args(class type pattern, or id)
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 info about the join point that was just 
matched from inside the advice
◦ the kind of join point (call, execution, …)

◦ the source location of the current join point

◦ normal, short and long string representations 
of the current join point

◦ the actual argument(s) to the method or field 
selected by the current join point

◦ the signature of the method or field selected 
by the current join point

◦ the target object

◦ the currently executing object

◦ a reference to the static portion of the 
current join point
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AspectState.aj at line 9

Student.java at line 14

Student.java at line 28
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 Use target , args, and this similarly

 Can be done declaratively
◦ Add a parameter to the pointcut declaration

◦ Add && args(s) to the designator

◦ Add parameter to advice designator

◦ Add variable name to advice body

 Also all available reflectively
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 Inter-type Declarations 
Add new functionality to an application, new 
attributes, new methods, and change inheritance

 To do this, you will write normal variable and methods 
in your aspect, but prefix them with your “classname”

 You can then access those fields and methods in 

◦ normal java code, or 

◦ in your aspects

 To get access to the object being references: 

◦ Add a parameter to the pointcut name 

◦ Add && target(t) to the designator 

◦ Add parameter to advice designator 

◦ Add variable name to advice body
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 You can: 

◦ add members (id fields, dirty-ness) 

◦ add methods (toXML, storeToJDBC) 

◦ add types that extend existing types or implement interfaces 

◦ declare custom compilation errors or warnings 

◦ convert checked exceptions to unchecked 

 Can use from aspects & regular code

 Can do wacky things: 

◦ Add concrete fields & methods to interfaces (no 
constructors) 

◦ Modify aspects 

◦ Make an existing class dynamically implement an interface 

◦ Make an existing class extend another
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 Softening Exceptions Suppress checked as unchecked declare 
soft : java.io.IOException: execution (* * (..)) && within 
(SomeClass); Then does not need to be handled in the code.
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 Difficult to know if code is advised

 Only good tool support in Eclipse

 Crossing component boundaries

 How will we model?

 When usages are appropriate?

 Not a Java Specification Request, integration 
questions

 Refactoring can break it!
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 Logging example
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 How do you explain the result below?
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 In Nkalore we have two files: Nkalore.dll and 
mcs.exe

 After compilation we can run the result:
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 Implement a system component using AOP
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 BPMN: http://www.column2.com/2006/02/investing-in-bpm-
webinar/ , http://www.gliffy.com/examples/business-process-
diagrams/ , http://www.bpm-book.com/BPMbook/Exercise4-76

 AspectJ Tutorial: http://www.tomjanofsky.com/aspectj_tutorial.html

 A look at aspect-oriented programming: 
http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/rational/library/2782.html

 Implementing caching with AspectJ: 
http://www.aspectprogrammer.org/blogs/adrian/2004/06/impleme
nting_ca.html

 Debugging Class Loading with AOP: 
http://www.cubeia.com/index.php/articles/63-debug-class-loading

 Using AOP in C#: 
http://www.codeproject.com/KB/cs/UsingAOPInCSharp.aspx

 NKalore: http://aspectsharpcomp.sourceforge.net/

 EOS: http://www.cs.virginia.edu/~eos/

 AspectC++: http://www.aspectc.org/

http://www.column2.com/2006/02/investing-in-bpm-webinar/
http://www.gliffy.com/examples/business-process-diagrams/
http://www.bpm-book.com/BPMbook/Exercise4-76
http://www.tomjanofsky.com/aspectj_tutorial.html
http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/rational/library/2782.html
http://www.aspectprogrammer.org/blogs/adrian/2004/06/implementing_ca.html
http://www.cubeia.com/index.php/articles/63-debug-class-loading
http://www.codeproject.com/KB/cs/UsingAOPInCSharp.aspx
http://aspectsharpcomp.sourceforge.net/
http://www.cs.virginia.edu/~eos/
http://www.aspectc.org/
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 Aspect Oriented Programming with AspectJ: 
http://www.tomjanofsky.com/AspectJ.pdf

 AspectJ tutorial: 
http://www.cs.wustl.edu/~mdeters/doc/slides/aspectjtutorial.pdf

 AspectJ for Multilevel Security: 
http://www.aosd.net/workshops/acp4is/2006/papers/3.pdf

 Dynamic analysis of SQL queries: 
http://www.info.fundp.ac.be/~staffsem/slides/Cleve.pdf

 AOP: http://www.cojan.go.ro/PP/index7.htm, 
http://www.cojan.go.ro/PP/index8.htm

http://www.tomjanofsky.com/AspectJ.pdf
http://www.cs.wustl.edu/~mdeters/doc/slides/aspectjtutorial.pdf
http://www.aosd.net/workshops/acp4is/2006/papers/3.pdf
http://www.info.fundp.ac.be/~staffsem/slides/Cleve.pdf
http://www.cojan.go.ro/PP/index7.htm
http://www.cojan.go.ro/PP/index8.htm

